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Message from our President:

During these difficult and uncertain times, Renaissance Electronics/HXI is still here to serve our Customers needs. From our family to yours, we wish you continued health, safety and prosperity.

For all of our Employees who continue to produce superior quality products and provide exemplary service, we THANK YOU!

Sincerely,
Anuj Srivastava
President & CEO

Radar Solutions
UHF to W-Band

For more information about Renaissance/HXI products contact us at 978-
High Power, 8 x 8 Switch Matrix
DC to 18 GHz, 18A7BBK

Renaissance has released a new Switch Matrix that is unique in handling high power signals at lower frequencies while still maintaining the isolation to not perturb low power signals at higher frequencies. The matrix can handle up to 100W at 6 GHz and provide up to 120 dB isolation at I/I and O/O up to 18 GHz. This feature enables the matrix to be used for many different tests during a radar transceiver testing and eliminates the use of additional switching modules.

18A7BBK Datasheet
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5G Development and Testing Products

Need products to support your 5G communication development and testing efforts? Look no further! Renaissance and HXI can provide a wide array of products to fit your needs.

REC 5G Products

HXI 5G Products
HXI Builds Your Radio!

Yes, we have standard radios at 60 GHz (V-Band) and at 70/80 GHz (E-Band), but aren’t there times when standard just won’t do? When you need a radio for a unique purpose, choose HXI to configure your link.

Radio Brochure
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REC/HXI Product Lines

DC to 300 GHz
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REC Parts Catalog

Renaissance has created a new electronic catalog. It is a downloadable, searchable spreadsheet of our parts. Easy tool to sort, search and locate the perfect part for your needs. If you don’t see what you need, just call or email us!

Renaissance Catalog
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